
References found on NAAIRS that may be online 
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1. Cape Marriages: 

https://familysearch.org/search/image/index?owc=collection%2F1935348%2Fwaypoints 

Look under the town given in NAAIRS description, then the volume no and then the 

reference 

2. Cape Estate files (1979-2000) LOTS MISSING unfortunately  (Some of it indexed in Maseti 

files and some here: http://www.e-family.co.za/cdni/cdni_index.htm) : 

https://familysearch.org/search/catalog/2156332?availability=Family%20History%20Library 

3. Cape Estate files, SOURCE MOOC (1951 and 1952): 

https://familysearch.org/search/image/index?owc=MX28-

YPX%3A231795701%3Fcc%3D1935348   

Craig Sheldon: The Estate files for 1951 - 1953 listed under "Western Cape Archives Records, 

1792-1992" is incomplete; but if you go to the collections for the individual years, they 

appear to have the complete set of Estates from 1951 - 1954: 

 

1951: https://familysearch.org/search/catalog/2059484 

1952: https://familysearch.org/search/catalog/2212726 

1953: https://familysearch.org/search/catalog/2212749 

1954: https://familysearch.org/search/catalog/2241500  

 

4. Cape (KAB) Estate files, SOURCE MOOC (other years): 

https://familysearch.org/search/catalog/331262?availability=Family%20History%20Library  

From finding it on NAAIRS, go straight to the link and scroll down to look for the DN number 

(reference on NAAIRS). It will be inside a range 

Click on the little camera and find the image. There is no reference to the image number 

anywhere, so you'll have to jump around a bit until you find the exact image 

5. Cape inventories: 1692-1713. 3 Sets with indexes at the beginning of each set. 

Index 1: Image 177 https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/3:1:3Q9M-C9BY-H9S2-

F?mode=g&i=176&cat=220512 

Index 2: Image 412 https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/3:1:3Q9M-C9BY-H93K-

4?mode=g&i=411&cat=220512 

Index 3: Image 783 https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/3:1:3Q9M-C9BY-H9S1-

B?mode=g&i=782&cat=220512  

6. Kimberley Cape (KAB) Estate Files, SOURCE MOK: 

https://familysearch.org/search/catalog/25414?availability=Family%20History%20Library  

From finding it on NAAIRS, go straight to the link and scroll down to look for the DN number 

(reference on NAAIRS). It will be inside a range. Click on the little camera and find the image. 

There is no reference to the image number anywhere, so you'll have to jump around a bit 

until you find the exact image 

7. Pretoria/Transvaal (TAB) Estate Files: 

https://familysearch.org/search/catalog/188051?availability=Family%20History%20Library  
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From finding it on NAAIRS, go straight to the link and scroll down to look for the DN number 

(reference on NAAIRS). It will be inside a range. Click on the little camera and find the image. 

There is no reference to the image number anywhere, so you'll have to jump around a bit 

until you find the exact image 

8. Transvaal/Pretoria Estate Files, Depot TAB some of 1955 - 1960 

https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frec

api%2Fsord%2Fcollection%2F2144007%2Fwaypoints  

9. Free State (VAB) Estate files: 1951 - 2006 You are given the option to search, but not 

everything is indexed yet, so you may want to rather browse through 

https://familysearch.org/search/collection/1407787  

10. Free State (VAB) Estate files: before 1951 

https://familysearch.org/search/catalog/195564?availability=Family%20History%20Library  

From finding it on NAAIRS, go straight to the link and scroll down to look for the DN number 

(reference on NAAIRS). It will be inside a range. Click on the little camera and find the image. 

There is no reference to the image number anywhere, so you'll have to jump around a bit 

until you find the exact image  

11. Natal (NAB) estate files: 

https://familysearch.org/search/catalog/229462?availability=Family%20History%20Library  

12. Natal (NAB) Wills: 

https://familysearch.org/search/catalog/285402?availability=Family%20History%20Library  

13. Eastern Cape Estate files, not indexed on NAAIRS (but partly indexed on 

http://africangenealogy.blogspot.co.za/) : 

https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frec

api%2Fsord%2Fcollection%2F2037006%2Fwaypoints 

  

*Some extra files available here, from Craig Sheldon  

1970: 

https://familysearch.org/search/catalog/2246727?availability=Family%20History%20Library    

1971: 

https://familysearch.org/search/catalog/2279850?availability=Family%20History%20Library  
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